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She dared a
different vision

Sunday, April 28, the Carter G. Woodson African American History Museum celebrated
trailblazing black women in Pinellas County at the St. Petersburg Marriott Clearwater.

2019 First Ladies in AfricanAmerican History honored
BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer
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Tap Girl of
Florida

ST. PETERSBURG – Since
April is recognized as Black
Women’s History Month, the
Dr. Carter G. Woodson
African American History Museum celebrates trailblazing
black women to coincide with
the international movement.
Last Sunday was the fifth anniversary of their First Ladies
of African American History
event.
The celebration is designed to highlight the exceptional accomplishments of
local black women who have
attained the status of becoming the first in a specialized
field or endeavor. Since 2014,
the Woodson’s list of honorees have become quite ex-

tensive to include the current
United States ambassador
to the Gambia (C. Patricia
Alsup), the first African American and female president of
St. Petersburg College (Dr.
Tonjua Williams), the first
black female deputy mayor of
St. Petersburg (Dr. Kanika
Tomalin) just to name a few.
“The Woodson takes pride
in paying homage to outstanding women and African-American woman who have blazed
the way along a path least traveled,” said Woodson board
chair Dana Battle. “Today we
celebrate the first ladies in
African American history and
the relationships we have fostered with our sister of other
races.”
For the first time in the

museum’s history, they are
able to offer academic scholarships thanks to an “extraordinary angel” in the community.
Artist Jane Bunker painted
and auctioned off her works of
art, and the proceeds were
used to create the Woodson
Warrior Scholarship initiative.
“She created more than 20
pieces of art that she auctioned off and we raised more
than $40,000,” explained
Woodson’s Executive Director
Terri Lipsey Scott. “I am
grateful. I’m grateful for the
love, care, commitment and
passion of someone who is
new to this community but is
not new to generosity, kindness and making a difference
in the lives of others.”
See LADIES, page 7

Inaugural Tampa Bay Black Authors Expo
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer
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CLEARWATER – Both
sides of the bay and beyond
were represented at the inaugural Tampa Bay Black Authors Expo Saturday, April 20
at Moore Eventful Event Hall
in Clearwater.
The expo was the brainchild of bookstore owner Tonisha Mitchell of Zephyrhills
and author and lifestyle coach
Jeffrey White of Tampa.
White, who offered a workshop on the steps to self-publishing and making money
doing it, is the author of more
than a dozen books, as well as
being a personal trainer and
life coach.
“Write, write, write, write,
write,” he advised his workshop attendees. “One book is
cool, but the more books you
have, the greater probability
you have of making money.”
Mitchell’s online store,
Wonders of the World Book
and Toy Store, sells products
for multicultural children, as
well as handmade stationery,

Tonisha Miller (above) and Jeffrey White organized
the Tampa Bay Black Authors Expo.
bookmarks, journals, notebooks, memo pads and softcover books. The site sells
self-published books.
Mitchell’s dream to establish the expo was sown by her
journey as a vendor, as well as
the journey of the talented
writers whose determination
to see their book published
drove them to DIY-it.
“As a vendor, I’m searching
for opportunities all the time.
Why not create an opportunity
for myself? Why don’t I do
something and bring every-

body on? That was the whole
goal behind this – to create opportunities for us,” Mitchell acknowledged.
The bookseller and expocreator said Tiffany Moore,
owner of Moore Eventful
Event Hall, opened her doors
to the expo during the planning stage last fall. Mitchell
was pleased with the working
relationship, stating Moore
was “great throughout” in the
expo’s development and ultimate result.

Freddie Dyles

BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer

GULFPORT – “We come
tonight requesting the approval of
naming the Jonathan C. Gibbs
High School Gymnasium the
Freddie Dyles Gymnasium,” said
Patricia Wright, area 4 superintendent of Pinellas County
Schools at the school board meeting last Tuesday.
With a unanimous vote, the
Pinellas County School Board
rechristened the Gibbs High
School gymnasium after its most
beloved, not to mention, the winningest coach in its nine-decade
history, Coach Freddie Dyles.
It was not until 2010 when one
of Coach Dyles’ former players
(Dan Wright) surpassed his
record of being the winningest
boys basketball coach in Pinellas
County. He began his Gibbs
coaching career in 1964 during
staunch segregation. He led the
Gladiators to a black-school state
title in 1966.
Under his watch, Gibbs became the first all-black high
school to leave the Florida Interscholastic Athletic Association in
1967 to join the Florida High
School Activities Association.
Coach Dyles led Gibbs to FHSAA
state crowns in ‘67 (Class 2A) and
‘69 (1A).
Coach Dyles and his team
drew spectators into the thousands. In 1967, during the regional final against Tampa
Hillsborough, 5,000 excited fans
packed the University of Tampa’s
George B. Howell Gym. As large
of a crowd that was, the numbers
are said to have doubled during
the final game of a holiday tournament played at the Bayfront Center in downtown St. Pete.
At the time, it was said to have
been the largest crowd ever to attend a high school game in
Florida, and the Gladiators proved
the victors, winning 70-66.
Coach Dyles garnered widespread respect from his coaching
peers and the community.
“They called him “the Dean,”
said Ray Tampa, who helped
spearhead this round of support
to have the gym renamed in
Dyles’ honor. “He took teenage

See EXPO, page 6
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Breaking
the Cycle
REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.
Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

WOW! And I say again WOW!!!
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So now, there is no
sin, there is no hell, and it
doesn’t matter what I do,
only what I believe! So I
can be the biggest murderer, liar, pedophile,
rapist, stop me when I’m
at the end, and as long as
I “believe” Jesus loves me
and He died for my sins,
I’m good. I will, no, I have
already made it in to
heaven because remember, there is no hell.
More so, one said that
God is gonna have to
apologize to Satan because He mistreated
him!!!
I promise, I can’t
make this up, I got the
YouTube links if you want
them to see it for yourself.
I just don’t get it. Oh,
my bad, yes, I do. Do
whatever you want to do
regardless of that the
Bible says because it’s not
the final authority, oh no,
wait, it’s in the Bible that
we can do all this. Obviously, it must be because
they are using the very
same Bible to “supposedly” prove this stuff. As
if it wasn’t bad enough we
got many saying the Bible
and Koran are not real,
now this.
Help me Holy ghost.
I’m gonna be here a
while so buckle up tight.
There are mega
churches promoting this,
main stream and they are
100% certain there are not
gonna bust hell wide
open with gasoline undies
on. (I’m not black, I’m OJ,
oh ok) Same difference.
If you don’t know ask
somebody.
First, I will lay the
foundation of this belief
and from time to time
sprinkle in some real
truth.
Yall, to use my bestest
vernacular, this ain’t April
fool’s and I ain’t playin,
this is heading here, well,
no, it’s already here and
has sprouted legs.
Jesus on the main
line, tell Him what you
want.
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Much of what we
have just seen being
played out in politics is indicative of what has been
going on inside the
Church for several years.
We have been divided
into two camps. One
camp intends on using
the Scripture legally and
wants to abide by its precepts having the context
be the guide to the interpretation.
The other side using
flexibility, wants to form
its own decision on what
it means. We hear it is all
a matter of interpretation
and there are no set
guidelines on how to
practice as God can speak
new things. So they have
incorporated new and unusual practices. While
neither side on the issues
is completely above reproach there seems to be
a clear delineation from
what was once held as orthodox to what is now
touted as a more current
view of God and what He
can and is doing.
What is called a new
openness, by allowing
God to do whatever he
wants AKA “don’t put
God in a box” is really
spiritual liberalism in disguise. Certainly God has
done many things in the
past in unusual ways,
often times not the way
we would expect. The
issue is not can God do
certain things but will He
do them. For He will
never contradict His own
word or principles but cooperate with it to accomplish His goals. So we
must look for His ways
that are conducive to His
nature to be sure it is
God. For if we attribute
something to God when
in fact it is not God, we
have put Him in a box!
Many have already
cast their vote on this matter and so the Church is
divided on certain issues.
The contentions we find in
the body have already
been addressed by nu-
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merous people of all different denominations with no
settled solution. Despite
the arguments on both
sides that have been well
presented, we do have a
Supreme Court decision.
The Scriptures are
final arbiter in matters of
faith and practice. But
there are many who do
not abide in these decisions and want a recount;
they want to change the
rules after it is written. By
changing what it actually
means to their own private interpretation. While
we can allow for liberty in
certain teachings as one
sees things from different
perspectives it must all
come within the circle of
orthodoxy or it is not to
be entertained as valid.
Let me give you some examples from the semi-innocuous to the injurious.
There is a teaching
that proposes the Church
was born out of Christ’s
side consisting of blood
and water. Relating this to
God putting Adam to
sleep and taking Eve
taken from his side.
Sounds well in bounds of
the Scripture on the surface…The problem with
teaching is that it was a
Roman soldier that
pierced Christ and it only
proved in a physical way
that Christ had died.
The true Church was
born from His sacrifice
and culminated when He
died on the cross for sin,
as He said, “it is finished”
and died before he was
pierced. The other is
blood and water coming
from his side after His
sacrifice unto God. With a
spear in his side the
Roman was making sure
He was crucified, it has
no real spiritual benefit although it does prove he
really did die. For God already accepted the son’s
atonement for sin and
brought him back into fellowship before death.
Till next week,
God Bless

P.O. Box 35130, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: (727) 896-2922
Fax: (727) 823-2568
Email: editor@theweeklychallenger.com
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believes that America can
best lead the world from racial
antagonism when it accords to
every man, regardless of race,
creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man,
fearing no man... the Black Press
strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt
as long as anyone is held back.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Civil rights activists talk community, progression and the future
BY LAUREN MERI
Neighborhood News Bureau

TAMPA – Dr. Raymond Arsenault and Dr.
Bernard LaFayette, Jr.
spoke at the Embassy
Suites by Hilton Tampa
USF to discuss how public
figures from the past and
present create a more civil
and inclusive society.
Arsenault, who recently finished his new
book on world-renowned
tennis player Arthur Ashe,
began the discussion with
the experiences he gained
from the writing process.
During his interviews, Arsenault learned that Ashe,
although very passionate
about civil rights, was an
understanding person and
a great listener.
Arsenault discussed
how even though Ashe
was an African American
who had suffered through
Jim Crow, he was still able
to overcome and break
down barriers, including
having a day named after
him by the mayor of his
hometown, Richmond,
Va., in 1967.

“Being civil is a part of
having a generous spirit.
Arthur Ashe certainly had
that,” said Arsenault.
When the discussion
turned over to LaFayette
Jr., one of the original
Freedom Riders, his positivity radiated throughout
the room. He was humorous and hopeful in his discussion.
LaFayette told stories
of growing up and spending most of his time with
his grandmother. When
he was a young child,
around seven years old,
he and his grandmother
were left behind by a
streetcar after they had already paid to get on. This,
he explained, was one of
his first experiences with
segregation, and he told
himself that one day when
he was older, he would
find a way to help abolish
the Jim Crow laws.
LaFayette talked about
how the Freedom Rider’s
nonviolent approach to
protesting helped them
gain more followers, a
strategy he said he
learned from Martin

Visionary
Brief
by Keisha Bell, Esq.
Some people’s parents
were engineers, doctors
and lawyers in the 1930s,
but what if your parents
were sharecroppers and
you had no interest in
working in the fields? The
idea of hard work does not
scare you. You simply dare
to have a different vision
for your life.
Meet Gladys Mae
West, née Brown. Born in
either 1930 or 1931, in
1956 she became the second black woman to be
employed at the Naval Surface Warfare Center
(NSWC) Dahlgren Division. She is a mathemati-

cian who did computing
for the US Armed Forces
before electronic systems.
West was inducted into the
United States Air Force
Hall of Fame in 2018.
Growing up in the
farming community of
Dinwiddie County, Va.,
West was well aware of
how society expected her
future. If she decided to
work in a factory like her
parents or to pick corn,
cotton and tobacco like ancestors before her, no one
would have been surprised.
Even today, it is common for children to choose

Luther King, Jr.
“He understood there
was a difference between
just breaking the law and
civil disobedience. One
thing you have to be able
to do in civil disobedience,
is that you have to respect
the law, even if it’s an unjust law,” said LaFayette
about Martin Luther King,
Jr.
The end of the discussion revolved around current movements, such as
#MeToo, Occupy Wall
Street and fracking. The
two men discussed how
communities could stop
history from repeating itself. They addressed
pointed questions: What
have we learned from past
movements such as the
Freedom Riders and late
public figures such as
Arthur Ashe and Dr. King
that are still relevant
today?
Arsenault says it starts
with a generous spirit. He
and
LaFayette
both
agreed that there will always be a way to create
justice without violence
and humiliation.

to work in the same industries as their parents. West,
however, was not afraid to
believe in her dream. She
stepped out into the unknown and made vital contributions to society.
Before completing her
secondary education, she
discovered that the top two
students of her class would
be rewarded full scholarships to Virginia State College, now known as
Virginia State University.
That information was the
“break” West needed. She
worked hard and became
the valedictorian of her
high-school class.

FRONT AND CENTER
Historian

Reparations for slavery
has been a topic of debate
for decades, especially outside of mainstream political
thought. Most recently, the
issue of compensating the
descendants of African
slaves in America seems to
be a particular point of interest as presidential candidates for the 2020 election
voice their opinions about
some form of social redress
for the atrocities of slavery.
Also, new proposals
from reparations advocacy
groups suggest that perhaps there should be some
type of financial compensation for decades of legalized segregation and
discrimination
against
African Americans in employment, housing, health
and education.
The idea of giving
African Americans reparations for slavery started
right after the end of the
Civil War in 1865. It began
with a promise of agrarian
reform for agricultural farmland of “40 acres and a
mule” to aid formally enslaved black farmers. But
the government of that time
never took the idea of reparations for blacks as a serious or pertinent political
consideration after President Abraham Lincoln was

assassinated.
During the 1980s, the
case for reparations became
more noticeable again when
former Democratic Representative John Conyers introduced a bill to create a
commission to study reparations as a matter of real consideration. The idea was
presented as a bill, and it has
been repeatedly re-introduced in Congress, but it
has never passed.
Although a reparations
bill has not passed through
Congress, yet, fascinating financial
information
emerged from studies that
analyzed how to put a cash
value on hundreds of years
of forced servitude by those
who were stolen from
Africa, and their descendants.
The most often-quoted
figure by anthropologists
Jason Hickel noted that “It is
estimated that the United
States alone benefited from
a total of 222,505,049 hours
of forced labor between
1619 and the abolition of
slavery in 1865. Valued at
the US minimum wage,
with a modest rate of interest, that is worth $97 trillion
today.”
Since the early 80s, activist groups have been
formed that advocate to
keep the idea of reparations
to African Americans alive.
Groups such as the National
Coalition of Blacks for Repa-

“Having patience and
tolerance is hard to do
sometimes when the issues are very deep and
vague such as climate
change, racism, police
brutality. Obviously, we
are very passionate about
those things. How do you
not let yourself get in the
way of the solution,”

asked Arsenault.
Start small, LaFayette
said. Change in the larger
society begins within
smaller communities. It
isn’t necessary to be in the
public eye to start a movement
for
change.
LaFayette and the rest of
the Freedom Riders,
along with other civil

rights activists such as Dr.
King and Arthur Ashe,
proved that anger and violence aren’t necessary to
get the point across.
Lauren Meri is a student reporter in the Neighborhood News Bureau at the
University of South Florida
St.
Petersburg.
Visit
nnbnews.com for more info.

She dared a different vision

AFRICAN
AMERICAN
HISTORY

BY JENNIFER GAMBLETHEARD, M. ED.

Dr. Raymond Arsenault (left) and Dr. Bernard LaFayette, Jr.
pictured here at the Florida Holocaust Museum in 2015.

rations in America and the
Restitution Study Group
have organized during the
past few years and have
gained momentum to push
the idea of reparations forward.
As well, studies and formulations by concerned activists groups have been
conducted, books and magazine articles have been
written, conversations and
debates have been made,
lawsuits have been initiated
pertaining to the details related to what America owes
to blacks.
One can understand
the insistence of reparations when he or she
knows the history of how
corporations,
families
and individuals benefited
from stealing labor,
forced breeding, torture
and from committing numerous horrendous acts.
Some wealthy people
today are the beneficiaries of unjust enrichment
and illicit profits from
generations of the past.
Even when it is evident
that there are those who
stand high today on the
shoulders of slavery’s past,
they seem to feel that slavery was such a long time
ago and since they didn’t
have anything to do with it
they feel no responsibility
for making amends of anything related to slavery.
To others, they feel that

West studied mathematics at Virginia State
College, where she received both Bachelor of
Arts and Master of Arts
degrees. Proving that it is
never too late to learn, in
2018 West completed a
doctorate via a distancelearning program with Virginia Tech.
West is known for her
contributions to the mathematical modeling of the
shape of the Earth. In the
early 1960s, she participated in an astronomical
study that proved the regularity of Pluto’s motion
relative to Neptune. She

also has a published body
of work.
Many may not know
but are familiar with
Global Positioning System (GPS). West was one
of the teams of mathematicians who worked on
the development of the
satellite geodesy models
that were eventually incorporated into the GPS.
Fortunately, West had
a supervisor who supported her professional
growth. He recommended
her for management positions, and she excelled.
West worked at NSWC
Dahlgren Division for 42

years and retired in 1998.
West dared a different
vision proving that if you
can see it, you can achieve
it. Can you see it? Be inspired.
Keisha Bell is an attorney, author, and public servant. www.emergingfree.com

The idea of reparations for slavery

The Freedmen’s Bureau was created to give legal title for
Field Order 15—better known as “40 acres and a mule.” In this
1868 illustration from Harper’s Weekly, a Bureau agent stands
between armed groups of whites and freedmen.
America made up for slavery many years ago with the
Civil War, and in recent
times with welfare benefits,
and that reparations of any
kind are not necessary.
Conservative thinkers
have as well suggested that
the idea of reparations is an
insult to African Americans
disguised as social justice.
For instance, a former candidate for mayor of St Petersburg, Paul Congemi,
told reparations activists
who were trying to make
reparations a political issue
in St. Pete that their “repara-

tions were Barack Obama
and to go back to Africa...”
Recently, new reparations advocacy groups,
Black Lives Matter and
even a United Nations panel
said that the U.S. should pay
slavery reparations. Last
year the panel declared that
the United States owed
African Americans reparations for the country’s history of “enslavement, racial
subordination and segregation, racial terrorism and
racial inequality and the
legacy of a racist past.”
As major candidates

for the office of president
of the United States have
recently begun to address
the issue of reparations,
perhaps the idea may develop more strength and
traction to be considered
as a future possibility of an
outcome that can improve
the economic lives of
African Americans.
Jennifer Gamble-Theard,
M.Ed. is a retired Pinellas
County educator in the study
of history and language. She
is also the historian for the St.
Petersburg
Branch
of
ASALH.
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Figuring It Out for the Child

I AM:
A person with a building
named after me, part 2

BY GWENDOLYN REESE
Columnist

ST. PETERSBURG –
Recently I’ve re-engaged
with a program that has
been around in our community for quite a few
years. The program, Figuring It Out for the Child
(FIOC), provides support
to unmarried, non-co-resident African-American
moms and dads having
their first baby together. It
does not have to be either
parent’s first child, but it
must be their first child together.
My initial involvement
with FIOC was during its
formative stages. I recall
participating in focus
groups with the University of South Florida faculty members Dr. Vikki
Gaskin-Butler, Dr. James
McHale and Gypsy Gallardo during the development stage of the
curriculum back in 2013.
The information from
these sessions resulted in
an understanding of the
importance of spending
time and effort building
rapport and trust with fathers and mothers before
the sessions began.
FIOC is unique in that
the focus is on the child,
helping mothers and fathers to communicate and
problem solve about their
children. The goal, neither implicit nor explicit,
is not about developing
personal relationships between the parents or promoting marriage.
The goal is to help unmarried and uncoupled
African-American parents
develop the communication and problem-solving
skills needed to overcome
the challenges they may
face in working collaboratively to plan the healthiest and most positive
course for their baby in or
outside of a committed relationship or marriage.
Even though fathers
play a crucial role in the
intellectual and social development of their children, there are many
obstacles to overcome
when developing positive
co-parenting
relationships. Positive co-parenting between parents,
especially when formed
prenatally, during infancy

By Gwendolyn Reese

and early childhood has
many benefits for the children.
Bonding, attachment,
security, healthy brain development, social and
emotional competence
and preschool readiness
is greatly enhanced when
unmarried parents form
strong, positive co-parenting relationships. Parental
benefits include a decline
in negativity and conflict,
improvements in communication and problem-solving and an increase in the
overall concern about the
health and well-being of
their shared child.
“Once parents enter
the program to try it out,
they not only stick with it,
but 100 percent reported
that they found it very
helpful in their situation,”
said Dr. McHale, project
director. “One out of four
families who took part referred a friend or family
member to the program.
And most importantly,
after the program ended
the evidence was clear
that communication and
problem solving had improved and that parents
were doing a better job
figuring things out for
their child.”
Who is the program
for? FIOC is for all expectant parents — even those
who are no longer romantically involved. In fact, it
is even more helpful for
families where the parents are no longer together or even able to talk
together about how to figure things out for the
child - her child, his child,
their child.
The baby will always
have them both as co-parents, and programs that
can help parents get along
better regardless of their
life situations are a blessing. To be eligible for the

program, at least one parent must be African American, the couple must be
unmarried and having
their first child together,
and the baby’s due date
should be at least one
month away.
FIOC is available in
our community for only a
few more months. The
goal is to enroll and provide support to as many
families as possible in the
spring
and
summer
months. It’s not too late to
enroll in the program.
If you are a couple
who is pregnant now or
you know couples who
are pregnant, whether
you just learned you’re
pregnant or whether you
are eight months along
and everybody in between, we encourage you
to contact the program for
more information and to
join us on Tuesday, May 7
from 5:30-6:30 p.m. for an
evening of food and conversation.
Expectant
moms,
dads, supportive friends
and family members are
welcome. Join us and
meet the staff, learn about
program services and
benefits and ask questions. All services are free
to families including incentives, healthy snacks
and assistance with transportation.
When: Tuesday, May
7, from 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Where: Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital,
Education
and
Conference Center, 701
4th St. S. Parking in rear
of building
Please RSVP to serinalewis@mail.usf.edu.
Don’t wait until it’s too
late. Enrollment ends
December 31, 2019.
For more information,
call Mari Kittle at 727410-3935.

I AM Morris W. Milton, attorney
and political activist. I worked
tirelessly to repeal the “fleeing
felon”
law,
which allowed
the police to
shoot an unarmed running
person in the
back, even if
there was not a
life-threatening situation and also in
seeking relief from police brutality.
My most significant achievement
was the creation of single-member districts that allowed candidates to be
elected from their own district rather
than the entire community. This led to
the election of the first African American from Pinellas County to the
Florida State Legislature. The post office on 16th Street is named in my
honor.
I AM Douglas “Tim” Jamerson,
consummate
trailblazer. In
1982, I was the
first
African
American to be
elected to the
Florida Legislature from Pinellas County. I
represented
District 55 in the
House of Representatives for 11 years. In 1993, Governor Lawton Chiles appointed me as
State Commissioner of Education. I
was the first African American to hold
this position. I also served as State
Secretary of the Department of Labor
from 1995-98. The Douglas L. Jamerson Jr. Elementary School is named in
my honor.
I AM Olive B. McLin, educator,
community activist, cultural
arbitrator and
accomplished
pianist. As a
teacher of English and literature for over 40
years, my influence extended
to more than
three generations of St. Petersburg students. I
founded the acclaimed St. Cecelia
Choir, the first choral group at Gibbs
High School in 1932. This group won
distinction and honors for their performance on the local, district and
state levels.

I served as president of the Metropolitan Council of the National Council
of Negro Women and was a founder of
the Greater St. Petersburg Council on
Human Relations. I was always at the
forefront for the great equalization
fight and was one of the crusaders for
equal salaries for black and white
teachers. The Black Box Theatre at
Gibbs High School bears my name as
does the Olive B. McLin Community
History Project at USFSP and Operation PAR’s Olive B. McLin Center.
I AM Lew Williams, teacher, administrator and
school board
member. I came
to
Pinellas
County in 1970.
My first job was
as a social studies teacher at
Dunedin Middle. In the next
35 years, I went
on to teach and
lead schools at every level.
I also worked as the district’s director of school operations, was an associate superintendent for pupil
assignment and retired as a regional
superintendent in 2005. In 2010, I was
elected to the District 7 seat on the
Pinellas County School Board. The
Lew Williams Center for Early Learning bears my name.
I AM Chester James, Sr., minister and community activist. I
came to St. Petersburg
in
1911
and
worked
tirelessly for people
for decades. On
the civil rights
front, I campaigned to register
voters.
President Lyndon Johnson honored
me for registering a thousand voters.
In 1968 at the age of 84, I marched
with the sanitation workers when they
went on strike for better wages.
My life exemplified concern, dedication, service and integrity so much
so that the city council changed the
name of Methodist Town to
Jamestown when redevelopment work
began there in 1974 and named me its
unofficial mayor. The Jamestown
Townhouse and Apartment Complex
is named in my honor.

Pinellas County School news
Pinellas County Schools celebrates the
class of 2019 during graduation ceremonies
Pinellas County School graduation ceremonies
will be held throughout the district in May. Go
to www.pcsb.org/graduation for 2019 graduation
dates and times, as well as individual school valedictorians and salutatorians. Follow the
district’s Facebook and Twitter accounts for graduation photos or celebration information. District
staff will live-tweet each graduation ceremony
using #PCSGrads. Students are encouraged to
tweet their graduation pictures and share them to
the district’s social media accounts. This will also
be the first year each ceremony will be streamed
live on the PCS YouTube page.
STEM Summer Camp registration open
now
The school district is offering two types of
camps where students can explore Science, Technology Engineering and Math. STEM Summer
Camps are for students entering grades 2-7 next
school year. During the four-day camp, students
will solve daily STEM team challenges, build and
program robots, participate in computer programming and take part in hands-on engineering design challenges. The cost is $100.
STEM Honors Summer Camps are for students entering grades 8 and 9 next school year.
The eight-day camp will involve computer programming, multimedia productions, robotics and
STEM career exploration. The cost is $150.
Both camps will take place in June. Learn more
and apply at www.pcsb.org/STEM.
Learn about Cultural Arts and Gifted magnet programs at Midtown Academy
Families interested in the Cultural Arts or

Gifted Studies programs are invited to attend the
Midtown Academy Student Showcase. Explore
gifted programs, and check out student science
projects. Children will have opportunities to engage in educational games and arts activities.
Learn more about one of our newest schools and
find out how to apply. The showcase will take place
from 5 to 7 p.m. May 7 at Midtown Academy Center for Cultural Arts & Gifted Studies, 1701 10th
St. S in St. Petersburg. The event will kick off with
a question and answer session for interested families at 5 p.m.
Summer Bridge registration is underway
Registration for Summer Bridge began on
Monday, March 25. Summer Bridge provides engaging activities to prepare students for maximum
success when the next school year begins. Most
elementary, middle and high school Summer
Bridge programs will be June 11 to July 18. Programs will take place Monday through Thursday,
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Learn more
at www.pcsb.org/summerbridge.
The Late Application Period for Choice
Programs is underway
Many magnet, fundamental and career programs have seats available for the 2019-2020
school year. Geographic application area restrictions for several programs have been lifted, allowing students who live in other areas of the county
to apply. After parents apply, schools with available
seats will contact parents to invite students to attend. Parents can also contact program coordinators to find out the status of their late applications.
For information about Choice Programs
visit www.pcsb.org/choice. If you have questions
about the application process, contact Student As-

signment, 727-588-6210.
Annual ESE Parent Survey is underway
It is time for the Florida Department of Education’s annual Exceptional Student Education Parent Survey. Each year, the department surveys
parents of students with an individual education
plan (IEP) who receive special education services
to determine how well schools are partnering with
them and promoting their involvement in their
children’s education.
If your child attends a Pinellas County public
school and receives special education services,
please take the survey. Feedback helps the state
and the school district improve educational services for children with special needs and their families.
Parents can take the survey at www.esesurvey.com. Or they can complete a paper survey distributed by their child’s school. If you have
questions or need a paper survey, contact Tracy
McMannus
at
727-588-6062
or MCMANNUST@pcsb.org.
Kindergarten registration is underway
Parents can register their children for kindergarten for the next school year at https://reservation.pcsb.org. The school district is urging families
to register their children by May 29, before the
end of the school year. If your child is currently attending VPK within the Pinellas County school district, you will not need to register them for
kindergarten for the 2019-2020 school year. Children currently attending VPK in the district will be
automatically assigned to their zoned school in
March. Learn more at www.pcsb.org/KG. If you
have questions, call Student Assignment at 727588-6210.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Eric Deggans receives Toastmasters Communication
and Leadership Achievement Award
TAMPA -- Eric Deggans, television critic at
NPR and St. Pete resident,
was honored by Toastmasters District 48 for his
achievements in the field of
communications.
The
event was held on Saturday, April 27 at the Toastmasters District 48 2019
Conference at the Tampa
Airport Marriott.
“In today's media-saturated environment, effective communication and
understanding of how connection works is more important than ever,” said
Deggans. “We are a generation that has more tools to

communicate at our fingertips than any other in history. The ease with which
we can reach into each
other's lives or connect to
people we have never
known, half a world away,
would astonish our ancestors, which is why learning
how to utilize those tools
most effectively, accurately
and truthfully must be one
of our most important
goals as a civilization."
Deggans communication achievements include
being a media analyst for
MSNBC/NBC News and
the author of “Race-Baiter:
How the Media Wields

Dangerous Words to Divide a Nation.”
“Eric Deggans is a significant contributor to improving communications. I also
see Mr. Deggans as a leader
committed to keeping the
conversation about race
open and ongoing. He is the
perfect candidate for the
2019 Communication and
Leadership Award from District 48 - Southwest Florida,”
said Emily Drenberg, 201819 district director.
The
Toastmasters’
Communication and Leadership Achievement Award
is for a non-Toastmasters
member, someone outside

a Toastmasters club, either
in the community or an organization—a
distinguished individual in the
fields of communication or
leadership.
To learn more about
Deggans, visit ericdeggans.com.
About Toastmasters
International
Toastmasters International is a worldwide nonprofit
educational
organization that empowers individuals to become
more effective communicators and leaders. Headquartered in Englewood,
Colo., the organization's

Eric Deggans and Emily Drenberg
membership
exceeds
357,000 in more than
16,600 clubs in 143 countries. Since 1924, Toastmasters International has
helped people from diverse
backgrounds
become

more confident speakers,
communicators and leaders. For information about
local Toastmasters clubs,
please visit www.toastmasters.org. Follow @Toastmasters on Twitter.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
HOMEOWNERS Deannie K’s Beauty Salon B. Brinson Insurance Agency
INSURANCE
Cancelled or Non-Renewed??

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617

Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance
Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

Beauty is more
than skin deep.
Call TODAY for an appointment

Phone: 727-894-1734
2500 9th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

CREAL FUNERAL
HOME AND
CREMATIONS, INC
$20.00 Basic Shampoo/Set
Silk Press starting at $50
Specializing in Healthy Hair
1834 49th St. S, Gulfport • 727-328-2623

1940 7th AVENUE SOUTH
ST PETERSBURG, FL 33712

727-896-2602
“STILL SERVING WITH DIGNITY AND
COMPASSION 60 YEARS LATER”

CREALFHANDCREMATIONS@GMAIL.COM

Auto, Life, Health and Home Owners
brinsoninsagy@yahoo.com
Bennie Brinson
1830 49th St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
Tel: 727-328-9878
Cell: 727-215-3048
Fax: 727-328-9545

The following job(s) are currently available:
• Student Programs Coordinator (Job ID 20864)
• Building Systems Control Tech (Job ID 20307)
• Sustainability Planner (Job ID 20917)
For information regarding the position(s) listed above, please visit:
http://w)ww.usfsp.edu/jobs
or visit the USFSP Human Resources Office at
140 Seventh Ave. S., Bay 206, St. Petersburg, FL
USFSP is an EO/Equal Access Institution.Welcoming...Diverse...Inclusive
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Black Authors Expo brings writers, speakers, publishers and book lovers together
EXPO, from front page

Participating authors
included Merrie Allmon
Allen, Dwain Awai, Ty
Loyd Calhoun, Darcel
Craft, Adrienne Michelle
Horn, Malik Ismail,
Veronica James, Natalie
Kennedy, Lady Dee, Lauren & Lailah Lord,
Stephanie Outten, Alfred
Paige, Calvin Reynolds,
She Nell and Cheryl Lawson Young.
Atlanta resident Malik
Ismail was selling his
memoir
“From
Old
Guard to Vanguard: A
Second Generation of

Panther,” and traveled to
the expo along with his
wife and business partner, Kathy Robinson.
“My husband was
doing an event in St.
Pete, and we got tagged
while we were there at
that event about the
Tampa Bay Black Authors Expo they were
having...so we’re back
again!” explained Robinson. Along with his memoir, Ismail was selling
reprints of the Black Panther newspaper from the
90s.

Author Cher yl Lawson-Young of Tampa
shared, “I saw Jeff
[White] at a sickle cell
anemia walk, and he
talked about this vision
that he had for this event.
Later I read about it on
Facebook,
contacted
Tonisha, and we just
started planning.”
Lawson-Young was
thoroughly excited to be
part of the book expo,
where she was selling
her book, “Caviar to Chitterlings with Chicken in
the Middle,” which dis-

cusses how the choices
and mindsets we make
along the road of life impact us.
Comic book author
Alfred Paige had the
whole collection of five
books in the “PINPOINT” series about a
rough and tumble “black
ops operative” from
Brooklyn, and a children’s series on the same
character, “CHESS,” on
sale. (Visit their page on
Facebook at Apogee
Comics.)
“I’ve been writing

achievement are the same
parameters by which
those basketball and football players are placed
right now,” Flowers said.
“Mr. Dyles still walks the
halls.”
Held at Gulfport City
Hall, the April school
board meeting was pack
with Gladiators honoring
Coach Dyles. One such
person was Thomas “Jet”
Jackson. Dyles coached
him at Sixteenth Street
Junior High, now known
as John Hopkins Middle
School.
“He looked out for his
ballplayers. They were
the best-dressed kids. I
think he brought that into
the association because
they would just come any
kind of way, but his team
was always dressed nice
and well-mannered.”
Years later, Jackson
worked with Coach Dyles
in the Parks and Recreation Department for the
City of St. Petersburg.
Back then, coaches were
hired during the summer
months at recreation centers.
“He was an incredible
person. I can’t say
enough about him,” said
Jackson, who has worked
for the city for more than
five decades.
Rev. Michael Hawkins
formed a lasting bond
with Coach Dyles after he
left the St. Petersburg Police Department and took
a job as a school resource
officer at Gibbs. He
ended up traveling with
the team around the state
of Florida.
“There were some in-

stances where we went to
gyms that were hostile
back in the late 80s and
early 90s,” said Officer
Hawkins. “He took it all
with a grain of salt. He
said, ‘All that crowd has
nothing to do with you all
playing on the court.’”
He revealed that
Coach Dyles would get
upset with some of the
referees because he felt
that his team had more of
a challenge coming from
the officials than their opponents.
Hawkins and Coach
Dyles worked in tandem.
If one of his charges were
getting into trouble, Officer Hawkins would tell
the coach, and that bad
behavior would soon stop.
The young men would
beg him not to tell Dyles
because they knew that
meant some sort of discipline coupled with extra

comic books since ’97,
’98,” said the Tampa resident and Brooklyn native. Paige said his
childhood love of comic
books led to him writing
stories and joining up
with a team of artists. He
stays busy doing national
comic book conventions,
including the recent
“AfroCon, A Celebration
of Diverse Superheroes”
at the Robert Saunders
Librar y this past March
where he met Mitchell.
Mitchell’s vision is to
do the Tampa Bay Black

Authors Expo annually.
“You hear a lot about
black book festivals like
in Houston, Atlanta, all
the big ones, and I just
want people to recognize
the talent here in the Bay
area, celebrate our black
authors and see us come
together — we are
stronger together.”
You can follow Wonders of the World Book
and Toy Store on Facebook.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com

The legacy of Coach Dyles
COACH, from front page

high school boys and instilled discipline, respect,
determination and teamwork principals in all his
players.”
Current Gibbs principal Rueben Hepburn has
been well versed on
Coach Dyles lore. He said
he learned that Dyles not
only coached boys basketball, but he also trained
the girls’ team.
“He built young people up, taught them how
to be leaders, but also he
taught them what it
means to respect their
history and the future of
their city,” said Hepburn.
School Board member
Bill Dudley said he had a
chance to work with
Dyles in the beginning of
his career at Northeast
High School. Unfortunately for Dudley, the
Gladiators would trounce
the Vikings, but he enjoyed working with “the
Dean” during the summertime.
“I can’t believe it’s
taken this long to have a
gym named after him. I
thought it would have

been done a long time
ago,” said Dudley, who
coached basketball, football, cross country and
wrestling throughout his
career.
Back in 1996, Minson
Rubin, president of Gibbs
Gladiator Alumni Association, Inc. said he tried to
get the school board to rename the gym in Dyles’
honor, but they refused.
“They had all kinds of
lame excuses,” he said.
When Coach Dyles
was still alive when Barbara Shorter was the principal, Rubin would have
activities at Gibbs to
honor him, so he was
very pleased with the
April 23 outcome.
“Today was a monumental thing that took
place,” said Rubin.
School Board Chair
Rene Flowers brought the
renaming of the gym to
the board, and this goround there was no push
back.
“That legacy continues because even today
the demand for discipline,
hard work and student

School Board Chair Rene Flowers

Principal Rueben Hepburn, Gibbs High School
practice.
Coach Dyles was
known to go above and
behind for his students.
He even sold donuts to
raise money for equipment and uniforms.
The scores of Gladiators in attendance from
years gone by spoke volumes of the legacy and
unending respect the

community has for Coach
Dyles, who as a Gladiator
played on the 1952 basketball
championship
team under Coach Joe
Johnson.
Dyles passed away at
the age of 66 in 1999. A
formal ceremony to dedicate the gym in his name
is planned for later on in
the year.
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Honoring local trailblazers
LADIES, from front page

in the lives of others.”
Students were required to write a 500word essay on selected
topics and have a letter of
recommendation from a
teacher or administrator.
Scads of young applicants
applied and Bunker read
each and every essay.
“Reading your essays
left me feeling hopeful
about our future,” said
Bunker, who was surprised later on in the afternoon with the Winnie
Foster Lifetime Achievement Award. “Each of
you has inspired me to
paint more paintings,
raise more money and
grow the Woodson Warriors Scholarship fund so
that no deserving local
college-bound student
will ever be left behind.”
Charnecia
Cummings, 18, was one of the
recipients. She is a senior
at St. Petersburg High
School and is enrolled in
the Construction and
Technology
Program.
She is currently OSHA
certified and have just
three more modules before becoming NCCER
certified, which means
she will be a licensed construction worker.
Amya Ellison,17, attends Pinellas Park High
School and holds a 4.4
weighted grade point average. She is ranked
eighth in her class of 366
students. Not only has
she been employed at
Marshalls for the last two
years, but she also volunteers and is involved in
many extracurricular activities. As a first-generation college student,
Amya will be attending
the University of Florida
in July and majoring in
environmental sciences.
Scholarship recipient
Diamond Scrivens was
also on hand to show the
audience that the Woodson Warriors funds are
going to a good cause.
She’s a senior at Gibbs
High School’s Business
Economics Technology
Academy. She’s already
certified in Microsoft
Word, Excel, PowerPoint
and Adobe Photoshop.
This fall, she will also attend Florida State University as a first-generation
college student to study
information technology.
These young ladies
were just three out of 17
recipients of the inaugural Woodson Warrior
Scholarship Initiative.
This year, Thelma McCloud was a special honoree for being the
“heartbeat” of the Woodson. Scott said when the
museum first opened, she
and McCloud use their
personal credit cards to
ensure the doors stayed
open because it was extremely critical to them
that the city had an
African-American
museum.
“I stand here today to
acknowledge the commitment, dedication, love
and support of an extraordinary Woodson Warrior,

Thelma McCloud.”
Before Deputy Mayor
and City Administrator
Dr. Kanika Tomalin read
a proclamation from
Mayor Rick Kriseman decreeing April 28 the First
Ladies in African American History Day in St. Petersburg, she thanked the
museum for honoring
local female pioneers.
“We are so grateful as
a city for this vision from
a true visionary, Terri
Lipsey Scott, and the entire board of the Carter G.
Woodson Museum,” she
averred. “Thank you for
this important task of putting the accomplishments
and achievements of
African-American women
who are blazing trails at
the forefront of our attention.”
A native of St. Petersburg, Bridgette Heller
has spent more than 35
years developing and
leading Fortune 100 companies. Most recently,
she served as the executive vice president and
president of Nutricia, the
specialized Nutrition Division of Danone, which is
an organization of 20,000
plus employees, representing 25 percent of the
company's net sales and
50 percent of its profits.

Bridgette Heller
Previously, she served
as executive vice president and president of
Merck Consumer Care.
Before joining Merck,
she was the first African
American to serve as
president of Johnson and
Johnson's Global Baby
Business Unit. Heller also
served as CEO for
Chung's Gourmet Foods
and at Kraft Foods where
she held various positions, including executive
vice president of the coffee division.
In 2014, Heller cofounded a not-for-profit
organization, the Shirley
Proctor Puller Foundation, intending to improve
literacy rates and close
the achievement gap for
children in the at-risk
zones of south St. Petersburg. She serves on the
board of directors for
Tech Data Corporation
and is a member of the
advisory board for the
Kellogg School of Management.
Heller served on the
national board of director's for Girls Incorporated for 12 years, four as
board chair. She has been
recognized by several organizations
for
her
achievements, including
"Black
Enterprise's"
Women of Power List.
She received an MBA

from the Kellogg Graduate School of Management and her bachelor's
degree from Northwestern University. She currently resides in St.
Petersburg with her husband Eliot and her
younger daughter Sara.
Her older daughter
Mariah lives in Colorado.
Heller was honored
for being the first African
American to serve as
president of Johnson and
Johnson's Global Baby
Business Unit.
Born in Jamaica and
raised in Ontario, Canada,
and Miami, Jeanine
McIntosh Menze developed a love of flying at an
early age, and during college began pursuing pilot
certifications. After college, she started work at
the local Miami airport,
Opa-locka, where she divided her time between
the accounting department and instructing
flight students.
While there, she observed Coast Guard operations at the USCG Air
Station Miami, which
compelled her to apply
for officer candidate
school and flight school.
After completing the rigorous program, Menze
was awarded her Wings
of Gold in June 2005, becoming the first black female aviator in the
215-year history of the
U.S. Coast Guard.
In 2007, Lieutenant
Commander Menze was
assigned to Air Station
Clearwater. She has become a highly decorated
and commended veteran
of the U.S. Coast Guard
where she's received
many coveted awards
such as Officer of the
Year Award in 2009 from
the Navy League for
spearheading a community outreach program
with a local First Responders Academy.

Jeanine McIntosh
Menze
Her duty stations include Barber's Point
Hawaii, Kodiak Alaska
and Office of Personnel
Management in Washington, D.C. She has a bachelor's
degree
in
international business
from Florida International University and a
graduate degree in quality systems management
from the National Graduate School.
Currently, as a flight
examiner, she is chief of
all HC-130H training at
the Aviation Training
Center (Mobile, Ala.) detached duty Clearwater.
She is married to Lieutenant
Commander

George Menze who is
also a Coast Guard pilot,
flying the MH-60. They
are the proud parents of a
bright
eight-year-old
daughter named Alissa.
Lieutenant
Commander Jeanine McIntosh Menze was honored
for being the first black
female aviator in the 215year history of the U.S.
Coast Guard.
The executive director of Equality Florida,
the state's largest organization dedicated to ending discrimination based
on sexual orientation and
gender identity, Nadine
Smith is the first AfricanAmerican lesbian invited
to discuss LGBT issues in
the Oval Office with a
U.S. President.
Smith is the first and
only executive director of
Equality Florida, an organization
she
cofounded in 1997. An
award-winning journalist
turned organizer, she was
one of four national cochairs of the 1993 march
on Washington. She was
part of the historic meeting between then-President Clinton, the first
Oval Office meeting between a sitting president
and gay community leaders.

Nadine Smith
She served on the
founding board of the International Gay and Lesbian Youth Organization,
is a Florida Chamber
Foundation Trustee and
served on President
Obama's National Finance Committee. Smith
has been named one of
the state's "most powerful
and influential women" by
the Florida Diversity
Council, received the
League of Women Voter's
Woman of Distinction
Award and in 2018 was
named one of the 100
Most Influential Floridians by "Influence" magazine.
She currently serves
as chair of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Florida Advisory Committee, and she and her
wife, Andrea, live in St.
Pete with their son
Logan.
Smith was honored
for being the first AfricanAmerican lesbian invited
to discuss LGBT issues in
the Oval Office with a
U.S. President.
A native of the Tampa
area, Sharon Welch is a
graduate of Florida State
University with a bachelor's degree, from the
University
of
South
Florida with a master's
degree and a doctoral
program at Capella Uni-

versity. She has taught in
Pinellas County Schools
as a chemistry, math and
Earth science teacher.
Early in her career,
she realized there was
more in store for her, so
she returned to college to
pursue a career in business
administration.
After teaching, Welch
began her IT career with
the Eckerd Foundation as
an instructional technologist. A few years later, she
accepted a position with
the City of St. Petersburg
and is now a 32-year veteran of municipal govern-

Sharon Welch
ment.
For 26 of those 32
years, she has led the
computer systems development staff for the city.
She was also the coordinator of the city's highly
acclaimed IT Internship
program and has served
as technical lead on the
majority of the enterprisewide business solutions
implementation
since
1990.
During her tenure
with the City of St. Pete,
Welch was one of the first
minority female managers in the city, and the
first African American
and female IT systems development manager.
Welch is also an adjunct professor at St. Petersburg College where
she has instructed technology courses since
1987. Currently, she
serves on the faculty of
the School of Policy,
Ethics and Legal Studies
where she teaches applied ethics, business and
professional ethics and
non-profit startup.
She is very involved in
her community and her
church. Welch is an advocate of giving back whenever possible. She has
served as a Mayor's Mentor at local high schools
and conducts career planning seminars in local
churches. She is the
proud mother of her adult
daughter Rosharra, who
is an accomplished performance artist.
Welch was honored
for being the first African
American and female IT
systems
development
manager.
A native of North Carolina, Patricia Wright has
spent more than 30 years
working in the Pinellas
County School District.
She began working as a
sixth-grade
reading
teacher at Pinellas Park
Middle School in 1987.
During her tenure, she
was also one of Pinellas
County's top 10 finalists

for teacher of the year.
In 1994, Wright transferred to Sixteenth Street
Middle School (now John
Hopkins) as a teacher on
special assignment. In this
role, she worked as a dean
or acting assistant principal
for the performing arts
magnet. After two and a
half years, in 1997, Wright
became the sixth-grade assistant principal at Largo
Middle School.
In 2001, she was transferred to Southside Fundamental Middle. After being
there two years, she was
appointed as the first
African-American principal
of the school.
In 2005, the superintendent made sweeping
changes in the district, and
several principals were
transferred to different
schools. Wright was transferred from Southside
Fundamental to Northeast
High School where she became the first female principal of the high school.
In 2008, Wright was appointed as a director of
school operations and became the first AfricanAmerican female in this position. During the 2010-11
school year, she was appointed to the position of
region superintendent. In
2012, the position was revised to area superintendent where she is currently

Patricia Wright
over Area 4 and works with
30 schools. She serves as a
liaison
between
the
schools, community and
superintendent's office.
Wright is active in the
African Methodist Episcopal Church where she
ser ves as the second female elected as president
of the Eleventh Episcopal
District Lay Organization, which spans the
state of Florida and the
Commonwealth of the
Bahamas.
Wright was honored
for being the first AfricanAmerican principal of
Southside Fundamental
Middle School, the first
female principal of Northeast High School and the
first black female appointed as a director of
school operations.
A native of Bradenton,
Thelma Montgomery
McCloud has spent most
of her adult life living and
working in St. Pete.
Nearly all of her professional career has been in
the related fields of banking, insurance and finance. In addition to her
extensive career, McCloud has always been a
ser vant leader in the
community. She has genSee LADIES, page 7

L-R, Diamond Scrivens, Charnecia Cummings,
Amya Ellison

L-R, Dana Battle, Jane Bunker,
Terri Lipsey Scott
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Insurance with a heart
BY KARIN DAVISTHOMPSON
Staff Writer

PICK OF THE WEEK!
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CLEARWATER
–
After 19 years in sales
and marketing, Cherrye
Baker needed a change.
“I needed to find out
what I wanted to do,”
Baker said. “Insurance
found me.”
Now, nearly four
years later, Baker has
founded Insure with a
Heart, an insurance company that provides a variety of insurance services
from health and life insurance - even for those
who may be hard to insure, as well as coverage
for critical illness, cancer,
dental and vision.
A native Floridian,
Baker said she believes
her sales and marketing
background has been a
significant asset.
“And I also just have a
desire to help people,”
she said. “When people
call me, they get me, and
I answer any questions
they have.”
When Baker first
began her work in insurance as an independent
agent for AFLAC, a supplemental insurance that
can give the policyholder
cash for expenses that
health insurance typically doesn’t cover, she
began to hear from her
clients with requests for
other kinds of insurance
and help finding coverage they could rely on.
“I started to get requests from clients that

had trouble getting quality insurance because
they were labeled as
hard to insure,” she said.
A person can have difficulty finding health or
life insurance if they have
poor health, a pre-existing condition or sometimes because of their
age or lifestyle habits
such as smoking.
So Baker decided to
expand her business, believing that everyone
should have access to
quality insurance. She
even included wellness
services recently after
finding a solution for a
loved one stricken with
terrible sciatic pain that
caused lower back issues
and difficulty walking.
In June 2018, Baker
set up her office space,
and in February she
hosted a ribbon cutting
to celebrate her new office and to let the community know where to
find her.
When she isn’t working on growing her business, Baker said she is
proud of the work she
does at her church as a
member of Mt. Zion Progressive.
She said as a part of
her own wellness routine, she also loves to do
Zumba and yoga and
adds that both forms of
exercise have been a big
help to her. She wanted
to share her love and passion for wellness with
her clients and find a way
to help them improve

their health.
“Wellness is very important to me,” Baker
said. “I wasn’t feeling the
best on the inside. I tried
the wellness program for
myself, and it really
helped me to feel better.
After I gave it a try, I
wanted to help more people.”
Baker said it essential
to make sure that whatever
company
you
choose to deal with for
wellness or insurance solutions, they must be reputable.
“Be careful about ads
on TV, or offers online. It
often doesn’t tell you
about the fine print, and
you end up with something that isn’t worth
what you are paying,”
she said.
Many of the companies Baker have chosen
to partner with have
been in business for
more than 25 years, and
she says she always
works to make sure that
they are reputable and
completely capable of offering the solutions her
clients need.
For more information
on the various insurance
services, you can find at
Insure with a Heart, visit
www.insurewithaheart.c
om.
The office is located
in at 10300 49th St., Suite
102, Clearwater.
To reach Karin DavisThompson, email kdavisthompson@theweeklychall
enger.com
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REEVES BUILDING, PLUMBING
& ROOFING CONTRACTOR

Specializing In:
Painting • Drywall • Flooring • Plumbing • Windows
Roofing • Soffit & Fascia Cabinets • Kitchen & Bath
Garage & Porch Rehabilitation • Custom Home Remodeling
Approved Rehabilitation
Contractor for:
City of Tampa,
Hillsborough County,
City of St. Petersburg,
Pinellas County & Polk County

Over 40
Years in
Tampa
Bay
Call MICHAEL REEVES - Phone/Fax 813-238-6197
Email: reevesbuilding@verizon.net • www.ReevesBuilding.com
Licenses:

CFC025588

CCC1326860

CBC1251478
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Kayla Cowart hails the heritage, history and
culture of tap dance as Tap Girl of Florida
CLEARWATER
–
Every year, National Tap
Dance Day is celebrated on
May 25, and it is a celebration of the heritage, history
and culture of tap dance. It
is also a day when the evolution of tap dance as an
American art form is remembered and rejoiced.
Some people might believe that tap dancing resides in a bygone era, an art
form that has been left in
the past. Kayla Cowart,
however, is proving otherwise. Performing with the
stage name Tap Girl of
Florida™, she enlivens audiences of the Off-Broadway
sensation “STOMP” with
her rhythmic urban flair.
The idea of having a
National Tap Dance Day
was presented for the first
time to the U.S. Congress
on Feb. 7, 1989, and it became a nationally recognized celebration on Nov. 8,
1989, when President
George H.W. Bush signed
it into Law.
The day was observed
for the first time in 1989 to
mark the birthday of Bill
“Bojangles” Robinson. Bojangles is one of the most
famous historical tap dance
figures, and he is widely
recognized as a significant
contributor to and influencer of tap dance. He was
born on May 25, 1878, so it

seemed fitting that the day
of observation be celebrated in his honor.
Throughout the history
of tap, dancers have created many styles and aesthetics. Some dancers have
combined other forms of
dance and art to create
their own style. Smart.
Beautiful. Rhythm™ is the
trademark for the collections of music and body of
work produced by Cowart
for the next generation of
tap dancers.
The music is distinguishable from traditional
tap dance music and includes trending tracks of
rap, hip-hop, dance hall,
trap and trip-hop. Tap,
Cowart believes, is the
purest form of dance because the act produces
music itself.
Tap dancing has been
described as a fusion of
Irish and African cultures
into an illustration of the
American spirit with freedom, happiness and expression being major
themes. Little wonder then
that National Tap Dance
Day is celebrated in America every year and even in
other countries including
Australia, Iceland, India
and Japan. In recent times,
the celebration has been
taken to social media,
which further increased

the education and awareness of the dance.
Determined to create a
new appreciation for tap
dancing, Cowart has
emerged as the innovator
of a movement devoted to
making
St.
Petersburg/Clear water
one of the best areas in the
country for world-class tap
dance entertainment.
When she is not performing in the cast of
“STOMP” at the historic
Orpheum Theatre in New
York City, or on tour with
“STOMP” at venues across
the country, the Tap Girl of
Florida is putting the St. Petersburg/Clearwater region on the national dance
map as founder of the
Florida Tap Dance Project,
the Tap Dance Ambassadors of Florida and the annual Dunedin Tap Dance
Festival.
Tap dance is a multifaceted art form and dates
back to the early 1800s.
Throughout history, it has
influenced many other art
forms including Broadway
musical theater, music,
vaudeville, dance and film.
It is one of the most unique
and powerful art forms; a
force that connects both
the dancer and the observer, creating a joyful audience and atmosphere.
After graduating from

Largo High School’s
ExCEL Magnet Program
in 2015, Cowart founded
the Tap Dance Ambassadors of Florida featuring
herself and St. Petersburg/Clearwater tap dance
professionals Morgan Storrison of Tapped In, Inc.,
Ruth Ann Martin of the
Truth Tap Company and
Ashlyn Bolton of the
Rhythm and Sole Tap Ensemble.
Since its inception in
2015, the project has expanded to include Jacksonville
tap
dance
entertainer Jenne Vermes
of Noise Compliant and
Rhythm Theory, Collier
County entertainer Judi
Baruck of the ReCreation
Tappers of Southwest
Florida and Pasco County
tap dance professional
Cathy D’Amico Scavelli of
Tap Sensation.
Cowart believes that
celebrating National Tap
Dance Day is a way to recognize, remember, preserve, and promote this
rich and multifaceted
American art form. “It provides a venue for us to rejoice and refocus the
attention of the American
people on the dance” she
states.
The popularity of tap
dance has gone through
several periods of highs

and lows over the years;
there was a time when the
art form came close to
dying out, but for the hard
work of a few tap dance enthusiasts, such as Cowart.
Thankfully, their efforts
paid off, and now there are
hundreds of free classes,
festivals and workshops all
over the world to celebrate
the dance.
Cowart also joins these
efforts to keep all the
mythos and magic of tap
dance alive. This September she will be hosting her
second annual Dunedin
Tap Dance Festival. A free
and family-friendly event

that provides free tap
dance lessons to participants of all ages and abilities and tap dance
performances open to the
public at no charge.
Dance is life, and life is
a dance, Cowart says. With
her performances, videos
and albums combined with
her tireless efforts to bolster the visibility of St. Petersburg/Clearwater’s tap
dance industry, the charismatic performer, entrepreneur and leader believes
that many others will share
her love for the art form in
the Tampa Bay area and
the state of Florida.

Painting in the Park a huge success
ST. PETERSBURG –
The 12th annual Painting
in the Park got underway
last Sunday, April 28 on
the north lawn of the Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg.
Parents brought their
pint-sized artists out to
create unique make-andtake crafts based on fa-

mous works of art in the
MFA collection. Toddlers,
tweens and in-betweens
created works of art using
materials such as cardboard boxes, yarn and
even their own feet!
More than 1,500 attendees enjoyed the free
community event that featured 13 different art sta-

tions, the NOMAD Art
Bus, food trucks and an
appearance from Tampa
Bay Rays’ mascot Raymond Ray. The event
was made possible by
Kane’s Furniture, Rays
Baseball Foundation and
Suncoast Credit Union.

Scott Bernant Sea State Focus LLC

Honoring local trailblazers
LADIES, from page 7

erously provided countless hours mentoring students in the Pinellas
County School system.

Thelma Montgomery
McCloud
Also, she has tirelessly committed herself
to several communitybased organizations that
uplift women and families, such as Women of
the Word, Colors of Cul-

ture and her beloved
place of worship, Mt.
Zion Progressive Missionar y Baptist Church
where she has been a
member for 42 years and
has ser ved the finance
department for 25 years.
McCloud's most challenging and influential
volunteer leadership position has been as a board
member and treasurer
for the Dr. Carter G.
Woodson African American Histor y Museum.
She is the longest ser ving member of the board
and has ser ved as treasurer for many years. Her
role extends well beyond
her regular board duties.
In McCloud's spare
time, she loves to travel,
cook and spend time with
family and friends. She is

the proud grandmother
of Mya, James Nolan and
Aiden Wesley.
Jane Bunker began
studying art seriously at
age 10 at the Farnsworth
School of Art in North
Truro, Mass., with Helen
Sawyer
and
Jerr y
Farnsworth. After majoring in art at Stanford University, she took a detour
into a career as a psychologist and only began
painting again after she
retired 20 years ago.
Since then, she has been
fortunate to be represented by galleries in
New York, Santa Fe,
N.M., Aspen, Colo.,
Boise, Idaho and Cape
Cod, Mass.
In 2013, Bunker was
given a one-woman show
at the New Britain Mu-

seum of American Art.
Over the years, she has
been influenced by photography and particularly
the atmospheric Steichen
imagery. She also has an
affinity for charcoal Seurat drawings, pastel
Degas landscapes, representational
Richters,
Mondrian's early trees,
Redon's flowers and
some of the more abstract Turners.
Bunker cares deeply
about her community
and is greatly moved by
the needs of the underser ved. As a result, she
gives generously of her
time and talents to empower others. Determined to impact the lives
of area youth, she had
the idea to create and sell
paintings to raise funds

Winnie Foster and Jane Bunker
and provide scholarships
for deser ving AfricanAmerican high school
seniors aspiring to attend
college.
Bunker and her husband of more than 50

years,
photographer
Mason Morfit, split their
time between Gulfport
and Cape Cod, Mass.
She received the Winnie
Foster
Lifetime
Achievement Award.
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

First Baptist Institutional Church

(727) 894-4311
Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.
Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

Welcome – Bienvenidos
ST. AUGUSTINE’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Joyful Spirit, Joyful Jazz

2920 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg 33712
727-867-6774
StAugustine@tampabay.rr.com
The Rev. Josie Rose, Priest-in-Charge

Communion and Worship Service 9:00 a.m. every
Sunday
(Full breakfast served after service, $6.00)
Communion and Healing Service 11:00 a.m. Tuesdays

Donn & Jean
Freshler

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

BETHEL COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567

SERVICES
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Sunday Worship Service: 10:00 a.m.
Rev. Dr. Manuel L. Sykes

20th Street
Church Of Christ

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org
Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Victory Christian Center Church

Bro. Robert Smith

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.
............7:00 p.m.

Mid-Week Worship: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Ruwach International Ministries
Pastor/Prophet Huberta Rejouis
3940 18th Ave. South, St. Petersburg, Fl 33711
(above the daycare)

Email: huberta.rejouis@yahoo.com • Phone: 727-768-2784
Sunday Night Worship Service ......7:30pm
Thursday Night Prayer and
Bible Study (Yara Time) ...................7:30pm
Ruwach International Ministries is an
Apostolic global ministry.
We operated in the five-fold ministry.
All are Welcome! Shalom!

INSPIRATIONS
BY DIERDRE DOWNING-JACKSON

Thank you, LORD JESUS
As I thank You LORD JESUS for Your amazing miracles in my life;
I am constantly reminded that You are always in control to
eliminate any strife.
As I thank you LORD JESUS for the strength You give to me;
I am amazed with all Your goodness and Your peace that sets me free.
As I thank You LORD JESUS I remember the blessings of Your grace;
I know with every breath I take You supply the oxygen for my heart to win
this earthly race.
As I thank You LORD JESUS for my family’s faith in You;
I am truly grateful for each step they take as each heart becomes brand new.
As I thank You LORD JESUS for the truth You give in love;
I will continue to thank You for Your promises and unconditional love that
come from Heaven above.
As I thank You LORD JESUS my prayer will always be;
Please use me as Your instrument of peace and love to bless others as
You set them free.
It is a blessing to walk by faith, trusting in Your gentle care;
I thank You LORD JESUS, for always being there.
As we thank You LORD JESUS in this season with thanksgiving;
May we always be reminded to be grateful everyday for this miraculous
life we are living.”
“In every thing give thanks: for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus
concerning you.”
1 Thessalonians
“Because thy lovingkindness is better than life, my lips shall praise thee.
Thus will I bless thee while I live: I will lift up my hands in thy name.”
AMEN
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.fmbctheship.net
Email: fmbc3300@verizon.net
Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EXPERIENCES
Sunday Worship .......................................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday ..............................Noonday Wednesday in the Word and Bread of Life
7:00 p.m. Prayer and Wednesday in the Word
7:00 p.m. Youth Enrichment
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

CHURCH NEWS
Pastor’s Corner

St. Mark MBC
But Thomas, one of the
twelve, called Didymus was
not with them when Jesus
came. The other disciples
therefore said unto him. We
have seen the Lord. But he
said unto them, Except I
shall see in his hands the
print of the nails, and put my
finger into the print of the
nails, and thrust my hand
into his side, I will not believe. John 20: 24-25.
The Children & Youth
Ministry gave leadership to
Sunday’s service with the
reading of scripture and
song services. We say job
well done and thank them
for leading us in a spirit-filled
praise and worship experience. Pastor Brown brought
the word from John 20:24-29
with the subject ‘Please Help
My Unbelief’. From the text,
which covers the story of
‘Doubting’ Thomas, the
question asked was ‘What’s
Required to Increase Our
Belief.’ Thomas was not
with the other 10 disciples
when Jesus appeared before
them and when he heard
that he had appeared, he didn’t believe. We have to admit
that there is a little Thomas
in all of us. We may not be
struggling with Jesus’ resurrection but there are things
in our lives as they pertain to
the promises and power of
Jesus for which we may be
struggling. Even though
Thomas wouldn’t believe
Jesus provided opportunity
for him to increase his belief.
So, when we have our doubting moments, the same
Jesus that helped Thomas
can help us to hang on to our

belief and grow it to a space
where we can see and know
that God is able to do all
things. From verses 24, 25
and 26, the first response to
the question is ‘Belief Needs
Me to Wait On It.’ For us,
who may be struggling with
belief, God can use time to
help us get to a place where
we can believe. In time and
with time we can come to the
realization that God is a
promise keeping God. He
may not have come at the
time we thought, but God
keeps his promises in his
time. Secondly, in verse 26
‘Belief Needs Me to Welcome It.’ If we don’t welcome Jesus in, we may not
welcome the opportunity to
believe. Sometimes we hold
on to an unbelief even
though others around us are
trying to show us that we are
wrong. We turn a deaf ear
and blind eye to what they
say because we don’t want to
believe, we don’t welcome
belief. When we come to
worship with a welcoming
belief, we have an expectation that God will give us
what we need. Lastly, from
verses 27 and 28, ‘Belief
Needs Me to Work For it’.
Jesus invited Thomas to put
his fingers in the nail prints
in his hands and to put his
hand in his side. We need to
put our hands in the word of
God and use our fingers and
go line by line and turn from
the Old Testament to the
New Testament and realize
that Jesus is real. We have to
work for our belief. Faith
cometh by hearing and hearing by the word of God. If

we put nothing in, we get
nothing out. Working may
mean putting facts to our
fears, closing our natural
eyes and opening our eyes of
faith, or canceling what others say and believing what
God says. Jesus said unto
Thomas, ‘because thou hast
seen me, thou hast believed:
blessed are they that have
not seen, and yet have believed.’ This is an excerpt
from the preached word, you
can receive the full message
each Sunday at 10:45 a.m.,
the doors are open and
you’re always welcome!
We fellowshipped with
Mt. Calvary M.B. Church on
Sunday afternoon and say
congratulations on their
church’s 42nd Anniversary.
To our neighbors and
friends in the Childs Park
area, if you haven’t had an
opportunity to stop by the
park on Mondays from 6:00
– 7:30, you’re missing out on
the 2019 Pizza Ministry. The
Ministry is presenting the
word of God, playing kickball and offering pizza to all
participants. So, come and
learn about God while enjoying fellowship and pizza.
Weekly Events:
Sunday School - Sundays
@9:30 a.m.
Worship Service - Sundays @10:45 a.m.
Young Adult Ministry
(YAMS) - Sundays @9:30
a.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study - Wednesdays
@9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and
Bible Study - Wednesdays @
7:00 p.m.

The Rock of Jesus MBC
Pastor Frank Peterman
Jr. and the Missionary Society of The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church wish
to cordially invite you to our
fourth annual “Evening in
Red,” to be held on Sunday,
May 19, 2019 at 3:30 P.M.
Our church is located at
3940 18t Avenue South St.
Petersburg, FL 33711.
The purpose of this worship service is to bring local

churches together to continue worship and service in
unity, under one God.
Our speaker for the occasion will be Minister Corey
Givens Jr., Associate Minister of the Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church. The
theme is, “Evening in Red:
Christian Women Celebrating the Royal Priesthood of
Jesus Christ.” The scriptural
basis is derived from

Proverbs 31:10 and the celebratory colors are red and
white.
We pray that you will be
able to attend and share in
this time of fellowship. For
your convenience, you may
call the church administrator
at (727) 327-0015 or contact
Sis. Burma Reed at (727)2769016, with your confirmation.

BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
TODAY’S CHURCH Tampa Bay

Wayshower: A new view of Jesus
Wayshower encompasses
all the titles of authority and
positions of power from
which Jesus operated (Savior,
Christ, Lord, King, God).
Using the term, Wayshower,
keeps you from limiting Jesus
to one aspect of his individuality. Jesus is Savior, but he is
more than Savior. Jesus is
Christ, but he is more than
Christ. Jesus is Lord, but he
is more than Lord. Jesus is
King, but he is more than
King. Jesus is God, but he is
more than God.
Wayshower is a new view
of Jesus that is empowering
(John 1:12). Wayshower reminds you that everything
that Jesus was, you are; therefore, you can make I AM affirmations (Romans 8:29). I AM
Savior because I have awakened to my divine nature. I
AM Christ because I manifest
the power of God. I AM Lord
because I take responsibility
for my soul’s development. I
AM King because I reign in

my domain. I AM god because I manifest the character of God.
Wayshower brings your
attention to the truth that
everything that Jesus said
about himself, you can say
about yourself. Every I AM
statement that Jesus made in
the scriptures you can declare about you. I AM the
Light of the World (John 9:5).
I AM the Salt of the Earth
(Matthew 5:13). I AM a City
set on a hill that cannot be hid
(Matthew 5:14). I AM the Living Water. I AM the Bread of
Life. I AM the Good Shepherd (John 10:11-14). I AM
the Door (John 10:19). I AM
the True Vine (John 15:1). I
AM the Way, the Truth, and
the Life (John 14:6). I AM
Resurrection and the Life
(John 11:25).
Way shower keeps you
aware that everything that
Jesus Christ did, you can do
and even greater works (John
14:12). You can preach with

power (Matthew 4:23-25).
You can teach with authority
(Matthew 9:35-38). You can
walk on water (Matthew
14:22-33). You can turn water
into wine (John 2:1-11). You
can empower the blind to see
(John 9:1-15). You can help
the deaf to hear again (Luke
11:14). You can assist the
lame with walking (John 5:114). You can support the
dumb with speech (Mark
7:31-37). You can develop disciples and train church leaders (Matthew 28:19-20). You
can speak to the elements
and they will obey your voice
when you say, “Peace be still
(Mark 4:39).” You can raise
the dead (Matthew 9:18-26).
You can cast out devils which
are negative influences
(Mark 16:13-16). You can feed
the multitudes both naturally
and spiritually. The truth is
that you can do all things
through Christ who strengthened you by showing you the
Way (Philippians 4:13).
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